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ABSTRACT

The new economic prosperity and disillusioned temper of the
Twenties made possible a widespread revolution in American society,
and led to the emergence of a separate youth culture. The American
adult, especially those members of the expanded leisure class, was
drawn to the vitality and promise of this new youth movement. Dr,
Dick Diver's fascination with immaturity in F. Scott Fitzgerald's
Tender Is the Slight is a symptom of his professional and personal
decline, and reflects as well the prevalent youth worship of the
Twenties, His attraction to a variety of youthful figures repre
sents an attempt on his part to recapture his lost youth, a time of
great promise and expectation, in contrast to a less satisfying or
unfulfilling present, ultimately this quest for lost youth becomes
a flight from adult commitment and adult perception, a repudiation
of traditional values and an attempt to escape historical necessity.
This break with the moral order of an older America results in a
blurring of the traditional roles of parent and child, as well as
in a further confusion of sexual identities.
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11All the lost youth in the world”:
YOUTH WORSHIP III P. SCOTT FITZGERALD'S
TENDER IS TEE NIGHT

The new economic prosperity of the 1920's made possible a
widespread revolution in both American manners and beliefs; Americans
coming of age in the Twenties were increasingly discontented with tra
ditional values and institutions."*’ F. Scott Fitzgerald, in This Side
of Paradise, describes this rebellious "new generation . . . grown up
2
to find ail gods dead, all wars fought, all faiths in man shaken."
Disillusioned by the war— "a disaster that ended the most hopeful era
in Western history"— many attributed their disillusionment to a dis
tinct moral failure on the part of American society, a failure stemming,
according to Frederick J. Hoffman, from the irreconcilable commitments
to American idealism and American opportunism.

Hoffman also maintains

that Fitzgerald's final statement, had he made it, would have been
that "the failure resulted from a fundamental lack of a clear moral
sense . . . which caused men in the very beginning to have the wrong
dreams."

3

The contradictory impulses of mercantilism and idealism, while
on the one hand irreconcilable and mutually exclusive, ultimately be
came inextricably confused within the American experience or vision.
j,
The American, asserts W. H. Auden, equates personal merit with wealth/*
This confusion of the material and the ideal or spiritual results in a
materialism bereft of human value, and an idealism that has lost touch
with reality— an "impossible idealism trying to realize itself, to its
utter destruction, in the gross materiality."

The end result, as in

the representative case of Jay Gatsby, is, according to Marius Bewley,

2

"a failure of the critical faculty that seems to he an inherent part of

6
the American dream."
This recognized American failure explains H. L. Mencken’s scald
ing criticism of the "booboisie, ” underlined by his belief that ’’the
descendants of the first settlers ^have iended7 to move plainly down
ward, mentally, spiritually . . . ; the American of the old stock is
not unaware of this steady, and, of late, somewhat rapid detericra7

tion, ”

Civilization in tne United States, a volume of essays edited

by Harold Stearns and published in 1922, expressed a similar dissatis
faction with then-current American opportunism and materialism, finding
’’themost amusing- and pathetic fact in the social life
-r

r~

o be/ its emotional and aesthetic starvation."

8

of America today

As Ezra Pound put

it in 1928, in the United States "everything above comfortable brute
existence is a vacuum."

The conviction that America was an "industrial

giant" tut an "emotional dwarf" dominated the nation’s self-criticism
throughout the Twenties, resulting in a generation of Americans who
believed themselves "a race that ^1iad7 drained away all its spiritual
resources in the struggle to survive."

9

Material plenty was accompanied

by a sense of spiritual impoverishment.
Spurred
the decade, a

by the disillusioned temper and economic prosperity of
separate youth culture emerged, equipped with xts own

behavioral codes and beliefs.

American youths gained temporary freedom

from the more sober responsibilities of adult commitment— a freedom
both envied and condemned by their elders.^

Outwardly discernible by

their distinctive dress and sometimes shocking public displays, these
young people were eager to make a different and better way.

It appeared

only a matter of time, Fitzgerald was to write, "before the older people

would step aside and let the world be run by those who saw things as
they were."

11

Beneath the surface cynicism of its many postures of re

pudiation, however, the youth movement remained a vigorous and funda
mentally optimistic phenomenon, armed with the explosive conviction that
anything was possible or at least "okay" as long as it was honest or
i
•
12
daring.

Fitzgerald regarded 1922 as the apex of the youth movement, "for
though the Jazz Age continued, it became less and less an affair of
youth."

13

As the elders endeavored to emulate the young, traditional

roles were reversed.

The American adult— especially those members of

the leisure class given the opportunity to reassess their position— was
drawn toward the glamour, vitality and regenerative promise of the
youth.

Just as Adrian Smith in Fitzgerald1s "The Rough Crossing" had

"discovered something he thought lost with his own youth forever" in
the young Betsy B 1 Amido,^ Americans seemed increasingly obsessed with
retrieving their lost or compromised youths.

In its most elementary

form this became an essentially hedonistic and often tasteless affair,
culminating in the "national adolescence" so emblematic of the decade.
In 1921* an article by Robert L. Duffus which appeared in The Independent.
"The Age Of Play," vehemently declared:

"The chains of necessity have

been loosened . , • The right to play is the final clause in the chapter
of democracy."

15

The Jazz Age mushroomed into "a children’s party taken

over by its elders":

by "1923 the elders were tired of watching the

carnival with ill-concealed envy . . * and with a whoop the orgy
began.

As long as the economic boom continued, it was possible to

ignore previous adult commitments and problems of American society and
concentrate on the good life.

Fitzgerald would later observe that

while participating in the "orgy," he was at the same time "pretty sure
living wasn’t the reckless, careless business Jhls contemporaries/
17
thought."
The general search for lost youth during the Twenties marked a
break with the moral order of an older America, a break involving a
reorientation of cultural values, and resulting in the blurring of the
traditional roles of parent and child, husband and wife, as well as in
a further confusion of sexual identities.

This change in cultural

values can be seen as a further example of what Leslie Fielder has
called the post-romantic cult of child-worship:

"One of the major

shifts in modem thinking involves moving the child from the periphery
to the center of art— and, indeed, to the center of life." Such a shift
"ends in a child-centered society, where the parent not merely serves
but emulates his immature offspring."

Such emulation can have disas

trous, even incestuous, consequences— "child-lover and child-rapi3t:
these are two sides of a single coin."

18

In this respect, Dr. Diver’s representative fascination with
youth in Tender Is the Night, /as I will argue/7" is both a cause of
his personal decline and a symptom of America's cultural and spiritual
deterioration.

Tender* Is the Night can also be read as the history of

the American consciousness, more specifically as the history of the
romantic imagination in the United States.

19

The "American dream"

which embodies this consciousness, is, according to John F. Callahan,
an essentially illusory belief that man can conquer or escape time and
history through a platonic self-conception.

Dr. Diver, who believes

that aesthetic contemplation can imaginatively create personality,
begins his career with the assumption that history and self-created

personality are separate entities*

20 Armed with the national illusions

of "eternal strength and health and of the essential goodness of
people," and with his own youthful imagination, Dick challenges the
inevitabilities of time and history.

21

His later infatuations with a

variety of youthful figures represent hi3 attempt to return to this
time of promise, a time imaginatively free from factual reality when
"lucky Dick" of Darner-stiff Strasse in Vienna felt sure that he had "hit
it," and that "nobody knew it was there before he came along"

(116).

Two years later this same young man would inform the resident patholo
gist at Dr. Dohmler’s clinic on the Zurichsee, Franz Gregorovius, that
he planned to become "a good psychologist— maybe to be the greatest one
that ever lived."

Dr. Gregorovius finds Dick's plans "very good— and

very American," while he, a European whose career is bounded by shrines
and statues of past heroes fixed throughout the city, must, in contrast
to Dick's optimistic intention, reconcile himself to the contracted
horizons of his legacy.

For Dick as well as the nation, it is in his

youth, in the past, where the purest sense of the iuture lies.

22

Like

Gatsby, Dick wants "to recover something, some idea of himself perhaps,"
and believes that "if he could return to a certain starting point and go
over it all slowly, he could find out what that thing was. . . . "

23

Dr.

Diver’s attempt to recapture his lost youth and promise thus epitomizes
the nation’s prevalent worship of youth, while at the same time it
affirms America’s belief in its redemptive mission.

America, no less

than the American, needs to be regenerated, self-created.

Though Tender

Is the Hight is securely attached to a particular period in history, and
examines the confusions and disorders of expatriate Americans in the
Twenties, it is concerned as well with the etiology of those disorders.

Bevereux Warren's seduction of his fifteen-year-old daughter
serves as the major symbol in this novel of an older generation gener
ally infatuated with its offspring, and narcissistically in love with
its own youthful image and promise.

Nicole, Bevereuxfs daughter and

the very embodiment of American youth, possesses "a moving childish
anile that was like all the lost youth in the world”

(13U).

Outwardly

the Warren family— ”an American ducal family without a title"

(l£8)—

represents the fulfillment of the American quest for wealth and power.
Bevereux is an American success story:
in every way"

(125).

"he was a fine American type

Representing an extreme version of the typically

American quest foisperpetual youth, Warren's seduction originates in
an unhealthy family relationship, one wherein daughter replaces an
absent mother.

"After her mother died when she was little she used

to come into my bed every morning," Bevereux informs the doctors.
"Sometimes she'd sleep in my bed"

(129).

In turn, Nicole, encouraged

by her father's responses, adopts an equally unhealthy view of the
parent-child relationship:

"Now let's not pay any attention to anybody

else this afternoon— let's just have each other— for this morning
you're mine"

(129).

When Baddy becomes lover, however, Nicole is

psychologically unhinged and develops a pathological mistrust of all
men.
Nicole's understandable fear of the assertive male personality
initiates her attraction to Br. Biver.

In an early letter to Bick,

she admits, "I've only gotten to like boys who are sissies.

Are you a

u

sissy?” Moreover, Nicole admits that Dick seems ”quieter than the others
all soft like a "big cat”

(121).

2ii

a cat in their courtship letters.

Nicole repeatedly refers to Dick as
She responds to Dr. Diver as an un

assertive masculine personality— she knows his "masculine side" least
and "she was afraid of it"

(li|2)— and as a father-figure providing a

new basis of trust and psychological security.

When she marries Dick,

she is seeking an uhbetraying father-husband, but in so doing she perpe- ^
tuates the original incestuous situation.

Dick, like Devereux, responds

to Nicole as "a projection of youth," one who possesses "a promise Dick
had not seen before"

(ll+l):

"He was enough older than Nicole to take

pleasure in her youthful vanities and delights"

(137)>

"nothing had

ever felt so young as her lips"

(l£6).

Nicole’s youthful promise com

pletes Dr. Diver's fascination:

he finally succumbs to her promise of

"a warm beach where /theyT* can be brown and young together"

(l6l).

Disregarding the advice of his colleagues and the dictates of his
own future, Dick marries Nicole, fully aware that "the Warrens were going
to buy Nicole a doctor"

(l£2).

Prom this point Nicole's personality

mends and she begins to resent "the places she played planet to Dick's
sun"

(289).

Finally, after ten years of marriage, she is stable enough

"to cut the cord forever"
iorates:

(302).

Concomitantly, Dick's character deter

he moves from being a first-rate psychiatrist with a promising

future— "the last hope of a decaying clan"

(302)— to being an obscure

quack, who must relocate from Lockport to an even smaller town in up
state New York following a medical lawsuit and an entanglement with "a
girl who worked in a grocery store"

(315)•

During the course of their marriage Nicole senses her husband's
preoccupation with immaturity, his attraction to girl-children.

Through

9
these youthful figures Dick attempts to recapture his youth in reaction
to a less satisfying present.

The Divers* Christmas vacation in Gstaad,

following Dick's summer liaison with actress Rosemary Hoyt, prompts
Nicole's intuitive jab into this developing area of contention:

'Please be happy Dick,' Nicole urged him.
'Why don't you meet some of these ickle
durls and dance with them in the afternoon?'
...

'I don't like ickle durls.

of castile soap and peppermint.

They smell
When I

dance with them, I feel as if I'm pushing
a baby carriage.1 It was a dangerous sub
ject— he was careful, to the point of selfconsciousness, to stare far over the heads
of young maidens

(172).

However,Dick is unable to ignore

this desire for very long.

That

same

evening in Gstaad, sitting around the dinner table with Franz Gregorovius
and Nicole's sister, Baby Warren, discussing the proposed clinic at
Zurich, Dick momentarily scans the room for "that special girl”
and senses her presence at the table behind them.

(17I4),

As the conversation

grows more serious, Dick wonders "if the girl at„ the table behind was
listening, too.

The idea attracted him”

(176).

Dick punctuates the

professional situation at hand with speculative thoughts of strange
young faces, and once again he is the young boy of Buffalo, New York,
dutifully erect during his father's Sunday sermon, yet "more worried
between five or ten cents for the collection plate, because of the girl
who sat in the pew behind"

(19$)*

Later Dick notices the mystery girl

10
during a sleigh ride to a neighboring municipal dance, but as the romance
fades from the warm enclosure, Sick becomes aware that "he had hounded
the girl out of consciousness”

(177)•

Back in Gstaad, under the reflec

tive moonlight flooding through the large windows of the bar, ”Bick found
the girl devitalized and uninteresting— he turned from her to enjoy the
darkness”

(179)*

This indiscriminate attraction to the young girl demonstrates a
casualness on the part of Dick new to the Divers1 relationship:

more

over, Dick realizes his growing dependence on the Warrens' vaults, and
his imaginative pursuit of the young girl of Gstaad is an attempt to
ignore a reality he would rather not accept,.

It is during this vaca

tion that Dick, for the first time since his freshman year at New Haven,
"had bottled up malice against a creature"

(177)*

Br. Diver's resent

ment of Baby Warren's monied insolence surfaces in a series of rude
remarks to her English escort which simultaneously alarms the Warren
sisters.

Dick's disenchantment with his professional and personal

affairs can no longer be controlled by the rigid order he has created
for his family.

Although the Divers leave Gstaad with the affirmation

of a new stability and contentment made possible by the proposed clinic,
Dick's ritualistic farewell to the resort— "Good-by, GstaadI
fresh faces, cold sweet flowers, flakes in the darkness.
Gstaad, good-by!"

Good-by,

Good-by,

(179)— signals his increasing dissolution (and also

foreshadows the farewell message to his ancestors during his father's
funeral in Virginia.)
Later, located at the new clinic in Zurich, the Divers settle
into a professional and domestic calm, beneath which Dick's intactness
continues to dissolve.

Here Nicole, reluctant to establish her own

identity, persists in ’’owning Dick who did not want to be owned":

when

ever "he turned away from her into himself he left her holding Nothing
in her hands and staring at it, calling it many names, but knowing it
was only the hope that he would come back soon"

(l80).

In addition to

his wife, Dr. Diver has several patients solely dependent on him, the
most interesting case an .American woman of thirty who had lived many
years in Paris as a painter.

On her admittance to the clinic she was

regarded as an exceptionally attractive woman, since reduced to an
agonizing crust of nervous eczema.

"I am here as a symbol of something,"

she demands of Dick, who in the interest of the patient must reduce the
conversation to the level of treatment and cure. 1 "Yet in the awful
majesty of her pain he went out to her unreservedly, almost sexually.
He wanted to gather her up in his arms, as he so often had Nicole . . .
He stooped and kissed her forehead"

(l8£).

Dick empathizes with this

woman's misfortune in much the same way that he did with Nicole's simi
lar situation; his response to her signals a further, and perhaps more
perverse, confusion of professional purpose and personal regard.

Leav

ing her room, he calls on yet another victim of the destructive impulses
of the decade— "an American girl of fifteen who had been brought up on
the basis that childhood was intended to be all fun."

An overprotective

father had only succeeded in preventing the girl "from developing powers
of adjustment to life’s inevitable surprises"

(l86), a situation some

what reminiscent of Nicole's relationship with her father.

In his re

sponses to his patients, as with his wife, Dick confuses identities and
is compelled to be both father and lover.
During this stay at the clinic, Dick falls into a brief encounter
with the daughter of another patient, "a flirtatious little brunette":

"In an idle, almost indulgent way, he kissed her"

(187).

Following the

incident Nicole receives an irate letter from the parent accusing Dick
in no uncertain terms of child seduction.

"When confronted with the

letter, Dick undergoes "a sense of guilt as in one of those nightmares
where we are accused of a crime which we recognize as something undeni
ably experienced, but which upon waking we realize we have not com
mitted"

(l9C).

Certainly Dick is innocent of the charge; nevertheless,

he recognizes an increasing laxity on his part affecting both his pro
gress at the clinic and in his marriage.

Nicole alleges there is some

substance to the story and remains obdurate in her speculations and hos
tility toward her husband.

Only after a break-down at a country fair,

climaxed by her suicidal attempt to run the car off a steep embankment,
does she adopt a more realistic view of the supposed affair.

Seriously

troubled by the accusation and its aftermath, Dick secures a month’s
leave from the clinic, trusting Nicole to the guidance of his partner,
Franz Gregorovius.
The leave of absence begins as a thinly disguised intention to
attend a psychiatric convention in Berlin; however, his real purpose is
a flight from "adult" responsibilities and complexities.

Upon boarding

the plane to Munich, Dick withdraws from a present he no longer wishes
to affirm, while his once promising future becomes more surely a thing
of the past:

"He was not young anymore with a lot of nice thoughts and

dreams to have about himself"

(3H)«

0n the plane, after confidently

dismissing the conference as a waste of time, Dick daydreams of seducing
a young peasant girl in Savona, only to abandon her for a lost girl on
the shores ox Greece.

Dick's fantasies reveal a further confusion of

roles— doctor, lover, father, rapist— and a desire to retreat from the

realm of the responsible to a time of youth whan anything seemed pos
sible.

While in Munich Dick encounters Tommy Barban in a small gambling

cafe in Marienplatz where he leams of Abe North’s violent death.

Awak

ing the next morning as a column of World War I veterans pass his window,
Dick is momentarily seized "with regret for Abe’s death, and his own
youth of ten ;/ears ago"

(20G).

Abe reminds Dick of his own irrecover

able youth and vitality; moreover, in Abe’s brutal end Dick senses his
own decline.
Reaching Innsbruck that same evening, Dick soon realizes that "he
was in love with every pretty woman he saw now, their forms at a distance, their shadows on a wall."

26

Watching a mysterious girl in the

dark gardens surrounding the hotel, he decides that "strange children
should smile at each other and say, ’Let’s play”’ (201-2).

At this

point, Dr. Diver’s-fascination with immaturity has combined with his
intimations of mortality to induce an indiscriminate and adolescent
attraction to the opposite sex.

The years of control and restraint re

quired in the care of Nicole have taken their toll, and certainly con
tribute to this compensatory response on the part of Dick.

Later,

passing this girl in the lobby and discerning her approval of him, Dick
elects net ’’to belittle all these years with something cheap and easy.
He was excited, though,” but purposely returns to his room.

A for

warded telegram from Nicole— "he delayed opening it before dinner— per
haps because of the garden"
death.

(202-3)— releases the shock of his father’s

Attending his father’s funeral in Virginia, Dick realizes the

separation between him and his ancestors, and ritualistically bids fare
well to their older faiths:
fathers’"

(205).

"'Good-by, my father— good-by, all my

Traveling on to Rome Dick once again encounters Rosemary Hoyt;
this time, however, he lacks the assurance and pervasive charm so intregal a part of his personality four years prior.

"Moreover, Dick had

been at an emotional peak at the time of the previous encounter,” and
now must struggle "to collect all that might attract her"

(208).

By

contrast, Rosemary in "starry-eyed confidence" remains "young and mag
netic"

(207), possessing the same youthful appeal which captivated Dr.

Diver during their first meeting on the Riviera.
Rosemary had arrived on the Riviera

a creature "who had magic in

her pink palms and her cheeks lit to a lovely flame,

like the thrilling

flush of children after their cold baths in the evening.

Her body

hovered delicately on the last edge of childhood . . . nearly complete
but the dew was still on her"

(3~U)*

Throughout the novel Rosemary

strongly represents adolescence as well as youth; Dick's continued pur
suit of her is emblematic of the decade's pursuit not only of youth,
but of unripened youth.

27

During their first day together on the beach,

Dick informs Rosemary that he is captivated by her sense of "becoming,"
and that she is the first girl he's "seen for a long time that actually
did look like something blooming" (22).
"the strong young pump of her heart"

Rosemary's childish vitality—
(1+)— offers Dick the same youthful

promise as had Nicole.
Dick attempts to dismiss his growing interest in Rosemary as a
spirited form of fatherly concern.

At the Divers' dinner party Dick

speaks to Rosemary "with a lightness seeming to conceal a paternal
interest"

(28), and even during their first kiss she is yet a child.—

Dick is "chilled by the innocence of her kiss."

Following this impetuous

embrace in the Paris hotel, Nicole's proximity across the hall prompts

Dick to recover his fatherly composure, and add, "when you smile . . .
always think I ’ll see a gap where you've lost baby teeth"

(6i|).

I

How

ever, Dick does respond to the allure of Rosemary as does the nation:
Rosemary Hoyt is Daddy's Girl— a national symbol of "all the immaturity
of the race."

The final scene of this famous film, shown privately in

Paris during Abe's farewell trip, captures "a lovely shot of Rosemary
and her parent united at the last in a father complex so apparent that
Dick winced . . . "

(69).

Yet he follows Rosemary to the Films Par

Excellence studio in hopes of securing time alone with the actress.
Dick's own immaturity in the matter is emphasized:

"He went around the

block with the fatuousness of one of Tarkington's adolescents"

28

(9l)*

Dick has clearly become identified with an immaturity that once merely
attracted him.

Moreover, his relationship with Rosemary— as with

Nicole— is shaded with incestuous overtones as he plays father as well
as lover.

29

Rosemary returns Dick's affection; he easily becomes "the ideal
by which Rosemary measured other men"

(211), and for many years no one

can duplicate the rigid, larger-than-life image of Dick she helps
create.

Mr3. Speers is Rosemary's only parental influence— "I don't

love anybody but you, Mother, darling"
memory.

(13)— ber father is only a

Placing Dick in the role of father, Rosemary is filled with

"the sense that Dick is taking care of her"
that he would take care of her"
memory of her late father:
was a doctor too'"

(l6).

(2l):

"his voice promised

Furthermore, Dr. Diver fits the

'"Oh-h,' she smiled delightedly.

'My father

(63); additionally, both men share an Irish ancestry.

As Nicole recovers from her role as Daddy's girl, Dick falls in love
with the young actress.

Alone again in Rosemary's room four years later, with Nicole many
miles away, Dick pulls Rosemary onto the bed, her passion still "young
and eager and exciting"

(210),

This meeting reaffirms Dr. Diver's

apprehension "that Rosemary had her hand on the lever more authorita
tively than he"

(85)» for this time it is Rosemary, rather than Dick,

who denies the consummation, notwithstanding that the grounds of her
refusal are primarily physical,

Dick conceals his disappointment and

suggests a walk, during which Rosemary "cavorted childishly for him un
til he smiled and she laughed and they began having a good time"

(212).

Only when Rosemary resumes the role of child and the father-daughter
framework is re-established, does the old feeling return.

30

The next

day, following a pleasant lunch— Rosemary insists on picking up the
bill— and a few drinks, they drive back to the hotel where Rosemary
"wanted to be taken and she was, and what had begun with a childish in
fatuation on a beach was accomplished at last"

(213).

Yet this union is marred when Dick's immature and "unjustified
jealousy began to snow over the qualities of consideration and under
standing with which she felt at heme"

(218).

Ee slips from his ori

ginal paternal posture into an unmistakable loss of control, and in so
doing again becomes identified with an immaturity that had only fas
cinated him in the past.

Dick's irrational behavior is best exempli

fied by his obsessive recollection of an incident in a private train
compartment involving Rosemary and a New Eaven undergraduate.

Colli3

Clay had first disclosed the details of the couple's indiscretion to
Dick while in Paris, ana from that point on Dick is intermittently
haunted by the episode.

31

In Rome he is disturbed by Rosemary's lead

ing man in The Grandeur that was Rome, his growing distress over

Nicotera interlaced with an adolescent probing of Rosemary1s past
romances.

This leads to a decisive argument wherein Rosemary's persis

tent parent-child approach to the affair— "Why couldn' t we just have the
memory anyhow?

I feel as if I ’d quarelled with Mother"— survives Dick's

self-pitying good-by:

"'I guess I'm the Black Death,' he said slowly.

'I don't seem to bring people happiness anymore'"

(219).

Dr. Diver's less of control results in a bitter farewell and a
night of drunken dissipation in Rome, terminated by a humiliating arrest.
Accompanied by Collis Clay in a prominent bar of the city, during a
saner period of the evening, Dick's vicious intolerance of the Italian
populace, permeated by a prevailing sense of ill humor, dissolves as a
young girl smiles at him from across the room.

"She was a young English

girl . . . and she smiled at him again with an invitation he understood,
that denied the flesh even in the act of tendering it."

Dick seises

the opportunity and while they dance he speaks "to her so sincerely that
his voice trembled"

(222).

Premising to join him later at his table,

the ycurg girl mysteriously disappears and with her fades the promise
of the evening as far as Dick is concerned.

Disspirited and rather

intoxicated, Dick tussles with a group of taxi drivers over an outrageous
fare, ultimately collides with the Roman police, and is severely beaten.
Mistaken at the jail for the rapist of a very young girl, Dick delivers
a mock confession to the jeering crowd:
people how I raped a five-year-old girl.

’"I want to explain to these
Maybe I did"'

(235)*

Reminis

cent of Dick's sense of guilt following the accusation of child seduction
at the Zurich clinic, the incident suggests to Dr. Diver a further laxity
and decline on his part.

Moreover, this sense of guilt psychologically

stems from Dr. Diver's recognized attraction to immaturity.

After his
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criminal arrest. Dick feels he will "he a different person henceforward,
and in his raw state he had bizarre feelings of what that new self would
be"

(233)«

Furthermore, he now realizes that Baby Warren, who helped

clear up the matter as the typical American woman with her "cleansweeping irrational temper that had broken the moral back of a race and
made a nursury out of a continent"

(232), will possess a moral sover

eignty over him for as long as he proves useful.
With "the ethics of his profession dissolving into a lifeless
mass"

(256), while his personal relationships become increasingly con

fused, Dr. Diver retreats to the comfort of his children at the Villa
Diana.

Here Nicole grows more independent and critical of Dick as their

marriage methodically disintegrates.

"She guessed that something was

developing behind the silence, behind the hard, blue eyes, the almost
unnatural interest in the children"

(267).

Certainly Dick secures

solace and perhaps escape from his present anguish through the children;
in addition, he must realize the inevitable split between himself and
his family.

However, like John Andros in Fitzgerald’s "The Baby Party"—

"It was little Eds as a definite piece of youth that chiefly interested
him"— Dick responds to the children as a reflection or source of
youth.
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Dick’s interest in both children increases as they approach

adolescence; and though it is natural that Dick should compare Topsy to
Nicole, he also attributes a portion of Rosemary’s appeal to his daugh
ter:

"She was young and magnetic, but so was Topsy"

(207).

While

extremely conscientious in the government of the children, and, of
course, constantly faced with the far-reaching effects of Devereux's
behavior, Dick still must remind himself:
’adores’ me?

"What do I care whether Topsy

I'm not bringing her up to be my wife"

(2£7)«
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Once again on the beach, Dick attempts to impress Rosemary with
his aquaplane stunt, while Nicole, ever more perceptive, understands the
motivating force:

She knew though, that he was somewhat
tired, that it was only the closeness
of Rosemary’s exciting youth that prompted
the impending effort— she had seen him
draw the same inspiration from the bodies
of her children and she wondered coldly
if he would make a spectacle of himself

( 282- 83).
After theabortive stunt, Dick floats spent and
isolatedstretch of ocean,

expressionless in an

and while recovering under an umbrella wifch

Rosemary, he inquires:

’Did you hear I'd gone into a pro
cess of deterioration?’
’Oh, no.
changed.

I simply— just heard you’d

And I'm glad to see with my own

eyes it isn't true.’
’It is true,' Dick answered . . .
’The change came a long way back— but at
first it didn’t show.

The manner remains

intact for some time after the morale
cracks’

(28£).

For some time Dr. Diver has sensed the validity of his revelation
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to the young actress.

Earlier, while soul-searching in Innsbruck, Dick

realizes

He had lost himself— he could not tell the
hour when, or the day or the week, the month
or the year . . . between the time he found
Nicole flowering under a stone on the Zurichsee and the moment of his meeting with Rose
mary the spear had been blunted

(201).

Although Rosemary’s initial impression of the Divers had been one of
starry-eyed admiration, ”in reality a qualitative change had already
set in that was not at all apparent to Rosemary”

(22).

This change

surfaces, for the first time, while in Paris, as a moment of confusion
wherein ’’his usual grace, the tensile strength of his balance was
absent”

(65).

His confusion develops into an impulsive desire to re

linquish control of his relationship with Rosemary, a control which he
recognizes as an essential part of his appeal for the young actress,
and he is "shaken by the impetus of his newly recognized emotion"

(85).

Later that day, as he loses all composure in the face of mounting
jealousy over Rosemary, Dick experiences a definite "change taking
place within him."

He suddenly realizes that "what he was doing marked

a turning point in his life— it was cut of line with everything that
had preceeded it."

Fitzgerald attributes this break in character to

"some submerged reality"

(9l).

Moreover, Nicole, during the final

confrontation between her husband and her lover, Tommy Barban, informs
Dick that "things were never the same after Rosemary"

(308).

Dick’s fall from being a respected professional and a charming
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host— his break in character— additionally represents hi3 abandonment
of the older American order of his father.

Lick was brought up on the

belief that nothing could surpass the traditional values of "honor,
courtesy, and courage"
guide"

(201+).

Esteeming his father as "his moral

(303)j Lick constantly relied on the Reverend Liver’s judgments

to shape his own behavior.

Although the break with his father's values

began long before the elder Liver's death, it is not until the actual
funeral, facing a hundred headstones of his past, that Lick finally and
fully recognises the totality of the fracture.

Unable to sustain the

strictly scientific orientation of psychiatry, and unable as well to
maintain the rigid ethical code of his ancestors, Lick severs his ties
with the old order.’ The finality of his decision had been augured,
while lunching in Paris with Nicole and Rosemary, by his observation
of a group of American women who had come to mourn their dead.

Notic

ing "their happy faces, the dignity that surrounded and pervaded the
party," he perceives "all the maturity of an older America"

(100-01).

Through these "gold-star muzzers" Lick regains a sense of his past
loyalties, and is momentarily under the powerful sway of his father.
"Almost with an effort he turned back to his two women at the table
and faced the whole new world in which he believed"

(101), a world

which will lead him to Geneva, New York, where he will bide his time
with a large stack of papers on his desk, "known to be an important
treatise on some medical subject, almost in process of completion" (315)•
The "new world" Lick embraces, however reluctantly, is of course
T. S. Eliot's "waste land" of disillusion and defeat.

The Riviera in

Tender Is the Night is simply a gaudier version of the "valley of ashes"
in The Great Gatsby, a sterile world peopled by hollow men and women
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who can find no relief in a present cut off from the siistaining tradi
tions of the past.

That older, ’’"beautiful lovely safe world” of Rever

end Diver and prewar America, of gallantry and honor, faith and belief,
"blew itself up"

(57) in the Great War.

Appropriately enou^i, Dick

introduces Rosemary to the new world when he takes her to the party at
the palace of Cardinal de Retz on the Rue Monsieur.

Its outer masonry,

which continues to reflect the era of its construction, contrasts
sharply with the interior of "blue steel, silver-gilt and gun-metal."
Dick undergoes "an electric-like shock, a definite nervous experience,
perverted as a breakfast of oatmeal and hashish"
the threshold.

(71-2) as he crosses

The guests at the party appear like actors on a set, a

set which dominates the individual, while emphasizing the quality of
"make-believe’’ that characterizes the world cf Tender Is the Night.
The decadent, contemporary interior of the palace, replete with
"cobra women" in dark tailored suits, cropped hair and boyish faces,
suggests a sexual license and confusion at once frightening and dis
tasteful to Rosemary as she hurries to Dick’s side.

Yet it is, or will

be, her world, for she— like Nicole and Mary North— is a survivor,
whereas Dick and Abe are "casualties,"
and sexual dispensations.
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victims of the new cultural

The lesbians that so affright Rosemary pro

vide but one instance of the sexual confusion that abounds in the novel.
There are instances of both actual and implied or symbolic incest (the
later exemplified in Dick's relationships with Nicole and Rosemary), as
well as numerous references to homosexuality.
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The foremost example of the sexual ambiguity of the decade is,
of course, the nationally acclaimed film Daddy's Girl, where father
and daughter become, psychologically speaking, father and lover, with

the incestuous longing for lost youth presented as a family picture.
Devereux’s enactment of the film's underlying theme is only an extreme
version of Dick's response to the youthful promise of Nicole, and of
"Daddy's girl" herself.

Moreover, during the course of his marriage,

Dick assumes the responsibilities of father and mother to Nicole; until
their final separation "she must continue her dry suckling at his lean
chest"

(279) • Dick is not unaware of his need to direct and nurture

the "ever-climbing, ever-clinging, breast-searching young"

(311) to

whom he is so attracted; his role and attraction, presented in those
terms, are further marks of a culture and an age in which sexual iden
tities and roles have been distorted.

This "new world" smashes tre.di-

tional, sexual responses, which indicates, according to Milton R. S t e m
a breakdown of moral identities and the dissolution of a civilization.
S t e m maintains that Fitzgerald employs a complex sexual motif running
throughout the novel to equate sexual identity with morality:

"The

breakdown of sexual identities is a sign of the breakdown of moral
35

identities."

Other incidental references to Dr. Diver's sexuality re-enforce
his implied femininity and sexual ambiguity.

During Rosemary Hoyt's

first visit to the Riviera, Dick appears on the beach in a pair of
"transparent" black lace trunks fashioned by his wife.
labeled a "pansy's trick"

The prank is

(21) by the obviously bitter and excluded

McKisco, yet this action does suggest a lessened form of masculinity
on the part of Dr. Diver.

Much later, on the yacht of T. F. Golding

harbored in the Nicean Bay, Dr. Diver's sexual character is again
opened to question when Lady Caroline Sibly-Biers absurdly accuses Dick
of associating with a homosexual crowd in Lausanne.

During Rosemary

and Dick’s second meeting1 in Rome, it is Rosemary who is the disciplined
professional, engaged in a successful career, while Dick has become pro
gressively dependent on Nicole's money,

Rosemary asserts her growing

independence by the small gesture of buying the meal for the two.

By

traditional standards Rosemary has acquired the more masculine identity,
justifying Mrs. Speers' earlier observations about her daughter:

"You

were brought up to work— not especially to marry . . . economically
you're a boy, not a girl"

(1+0).

The women Dr. Diver has closely influenced— Nicole, Rosemary,
even Mary North-Minghetti— all gain material success and a sense of
personal well being; conversely, Dick loses ground.

Ee squanders a

promising career, relinquishes his chances for happiness, and ultimate
ly, in the footsteps of Abe North, becomes the broken man of his pro
fessional and social circle.

Dick, like Genezal Grant, is used and

then discarded by the powerful industrialists of his time.

His fall

from Geneva, Switzerland, to Geneva, New York, cannot be attributed to
a single cause.

Several symptoms signal his decline:

his increased

drinking, his disintegrating social charm, his outbursts of temper and
pique, and his pervasive preoccupation with immaturity.

"The lust for

false youth is itself," according to Callahan, "a fearful, Immature
response"— a flight from adult perception and adult commitment.

Rose

mary Hoyt, while on the screen, lures the world away from historical
fact, and, off the screen, lures men like Dr. Diver away from "life’s
unalterable necessities."

Youth becomes timelessness; it becomes

the power to avoid historical reality.
Dr. Diver's "new world" is nothing more than a vast irresponsi
bility— a repudiation of traditional and historical necessity; and, in
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this very irresponsibility lies "the real meaning behind the obsessive
youth-worship of popular culture in his own day."
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On a national level,

it is the failure of American idealism or romanticism to embrace histori
cal fact.

On a more personal level, as in the case of Dr. Diver, it is

the defeat of Dick's own imagination, an imagination romantically fed
by those dream-illusion by-products of industrial America.

Yet the

American imagination or dream, in its search for fulfillment, had never
before taken, as in the Twenties, so childish a form.

Child worship,

as Leslie Fiedler asserts, is a self-destructive flight from maturity;
38
moreover, "this nostalgia for innocence and the child is suicidal."
Dick Diver's infatuation with immaturity is both a symptom of his de
cline and a self-destructive impulse, an impulse implicit in the youth
worship of the Twenties.

Tender Is the Night is the story of the failure

of a man; it is also the documentation of a failure within American
society.
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